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“Virtually everything we do 
as creators of entertainment 
involves some ethical choice, 
whether we recognize it or not.  

It’s time we recognize it.”

     -F. Miguel Valenti 
      Lincoln Professor of Ethics and the Arts
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You are about to participate in a unique event that will 
invite you to challenge and explore your preconceptions 
concerning media and entertainment: what they are, how 
they infl uence us and how they are created, packaged 
and distributed worldwide. Designed to be a weekend 
of discussion, fi lm, art, music, fashion and literature, E2 
features three distinct components:

The Academic Conference
Filmmakers, scholars, politicians and critics will debate 
issues surrounding media, entertainment and society. We 
will base the debate broadly, including fi lm and television, 
novels, fashion, music, law, Internet and video games.  

Topics include: Hollywood and the First Amendment; an 
exploration of the ethical decision-making process endemic 
to artists and intrinsic to creation, whether consciously 
realized or not; an exploration of ethical issues involved in 
portrayals of sex, violence, substance abuse, stereotypes, 
diversity and other public health issues; the business of 
celebrity and its importance to the American psyche; the 
ethics of horror fi lms as a case study (in association with the 
International Horror and Sci-Fi Festival); and the exportation 
of American values through media and entertainment.

The Film Festival
Provocative works from new and established fi lmmakers 
dealing with aspects of ethical decision-making will be 
showcased. We hope to make the E2 Film Festival an annual 
event, sponsorship pending, as we believe that issues of 
ethical choice in media and entertainment need to be in the 
public eye and should be debated on a national scale. We 
hope to jump-start that dialogue here at ASU through our 
programs.

At this, our First Annual E2 Film Festival, we have a number 
of exciting featured screenings, and many shorts and 
features submitted from all over the country. Whether or 
not fi lmmakers decide to portray sex or violence or any of 
the other elements we shall discuss is largely irrelevant to 
our inquiry. It is the decision-making process they engage in 
that we are exploring. The Film Festival will feature material 
in which fi lmmakers have demonstrated a thoughtful 
consideration of the ethical issues involved in telling their 
story, regardless of the position they have ultimately taken.

The Digital Filmmaking 101 Workshops
The Digital Filmmaking 101 Workshops are designed to 
introduce the audience to the world of independent narrative 
and documentary fi lmmaking in the new digital environment.  
These 101 Workshops are for anyone who has an interest in 
fi lm, either as a spectator or as a fi lmmaker.

I sincerely hope you enjoy your time at E2, and that you 
will leave with a greater sense of the issues we face as we 
consume and create entertainment products. I also urge you 
to continue to think about and discuss what you have heard 
in order to lend strength to the dialogue. I believe these 
issues are vitally important on a societal level, and I hope 
after spending some time with us, you have some sense of 
this as well. Change begins slowly, but it does begin.

F. Miguel Valenti

The E2 Conference and Film Festival celebrates all genres and 
perspectives and will be presented with an overarching respect 
for creative freedom and the First Amendment.
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The Joan and David Lincoln 
Award for Public Virtue
United States Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor will receive 
the 2005 Joan and David Lincoln Award for Public Virtue.

Sandra Day O’Connor became the fi rst woman to serve on the United States 
Supreme Court when she took her seat as an Associate Justice in September 1981, 
following President Ronald Reagan’s historic nomination. After graduating high in 
her class from Stanford Law School in 1952, O’Connor discovered that no law fi rm 
was willing to hire a woman, except as a legal secretary. Rebuffed by the private 
sector, she turned to public service and built an impressive legislative and judicial 
career in her home state of Arizona, serving as an assistant attorney general (1965-
69), state senator and the nation’s fi rst woman senate majority leader (1969-75), 
Maricopa County Superior Court Judge (1975-79), and Arizona Court of Appeals 
Judge (1979-81). Justice O’Connor donated the fi rst installment of her papers to 
the Library of Congress in 1991, and in 2002 she published, with her brother H. 
Alan Day, a family memoir Lazy B: Growing Up on a Cattle Ranch in the American 
Southwest, which provides insight into the infl uences that family and place have 
had on her life and career. On July 1, 2005 Justice O’Connor announced her 
retirement from the Supreme Court after 24 years of service on the bench. 

The Joan and David Lincoln Award for Public Virtue is presented to an individual 
who has demonstrated a sacrifi ce of self and resources for the advancement of 
the public good. The award is given to individuals who most closely represent the 
attributes of public virtue and who can serve as role models by infl uencing others 
to seek good and to practice what is right. The award is designed to be inclusive of 
all acts of public virtue; thus, the award could be given to a person engaged in the 
private or public sector. The award itself is not designed to necessarily recognize 
well-known individuals. It is an opportunity to publicly recognize an individual 
who has made a positive difference in our world or community. Joan and David 
Lincoln presented the inaugural Award for Public Virtue in 2003, posthumously 
to Reverend Leon H. Sullivan, creator of the Global Sullivan Principles of Social 
Responsibility. The Lincolns are pleased to be able to present the 2005 Award to 
retiring Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor.
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Inauguration of ASU Degree in Digital Film Production, 
Ethics of Entertainment Curriculum

The new Film and Media Production Program housed in ASU’s Herberger College 
of Fine Arts Department of Theatre (proposed School of Theatre and Film, 
pending ABOR approval) will be celebrated at E2. Once underway next year, ASU 
will have the fi rst program in the nation to offer students an ethical component to a 
production program focused on the latest digital technologies.

Patron’s Dinner on Friday with conference guests, Lincoln Center Board members 
and other special guests.

Patrons’ Wine Tasting, Cocktail Reception
and Dinner

Art Collides With Fashion 
and Masquerade Party

The effects of art on style will be explored in Art Collides with Fashion, a runway 
fashion show and multi-media event. Ford Robert Black models will  show next 
season’s fashions from Paris Black diamond jewels from nationally renowned 
designer Cornelus Hollander will be showcased and later donated to E2 patrons.  
Advision Media will screen a short fi lm exploring fashion throughout history, 
displayed on plasma screens  donated to E2.  This event is not to be missed.

Academy Award-Winning Film Screening: 

Academy-Award winning Documentary Born into Brothels will be featured in the 
E2 Film Festival; screening will be followed by a discussion with Award-winning 
documentary fi lmmaker Crystal Griffi th.
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SCHEDULE of    SCHEDULE of    
         EVENTS         EVENTS

Time

8:30 am - 
11:30 pm

     Conference

Concert for Students
Haven James, PV Beach

     Film Festival

     Conference

*Conference Registration 
Opens & Will 
Remain Open 

Throughout Weekend
Continental Breakfast 

at break stations

Digital Filmmaking 101

*Conference Registration 
Opens & Will 
Remain Open 

Throughout Weekend
Continental Breakfast 

at break stations

     Film Festival

*Conference Registration 
Opens & Will 
Remain Open 

Throughout Weekend
Continental Breakfast 

at break stations

Opening Plenary 
Session

Welcome & Introductory 
Remarks; Conference & Event 

Framework; Announcement 
of inauguration of ASU’s new 

degree in fi lm; Announcement 
of nations fi rst Ethics in Media 

and Entertainment Program

Break Break Break

Time

8:30  -
9:30 am

9:30 -
9:45 am

9:45 -
10:00 am

*Registration is ongoing and on a fi rst come, fi rst served basis. Admission is free for all ASU faculty and students.

Digital Filmmaking 101

THURSDAY,  OCTOBER 20THURSDAY,  OCTOBER 20

FRIDAY,  OCTOBER 21FRIDAY,  OCTOBER 21
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     Conference

Panel Discussion
Hollywood and the 
First Amendment  

Insight into history and issues 
surrounding First Amendment 
rights. (in association with ASU 

College of Law)
Moderator: James Weinstein,

 Esq., ASU College of Law 
    -Martha Field, 
 Harvard Law School
    -Neil Malamuth,
 UCLA
    -Glen Mazzara, “The Shield”
    -Julian Krainin, “Quiz Show”

Digital Filmmaking 101

 The Screenplay 
How to make your screenplay 

ready for 
the marketplace

Instructors: Guillermo Reyes and 
Penelope Price, SCC

     Film Festival

E2 Festival Screening
Mission Palms Hotel

Break Break Break

Time

10:00  -
11:30 am

11:30 -
11:45 am

Featured Presentation
Clive Cussler, novelist and 

adventurer, discusses bringing 
page to screen

Introduced by F. Miguel Valenti

 Casting Call 
Demonstration of a Film 

Casting Session
Instructor: Jon Simpson, ASU

E2 Festival Screening
Mission Palms Hotel11:45 am  -

1:00 pm

Lunch on own Recognizance
1:00  -

2:30 pm

Featured Presentation
Harry G. Frankfurt, author of 

New York Times bestseller: 
On Bullshit

Introduced by Peter French

Lunch on own Recognizance

2:30  -
3:45 pm

Break Break Break
3:45 -

4:00 pm

Featured Presentation
Neil Malamuth, Effects of 

Pornography
Introduced by James Weinstein
Commentary, Randy Barbato, 
director and Martha A. Field, 

Harvard Law School

 Pre-Production
Industry professionals provide 

insight into pre-production 
process (Terry Donnelly in 

association with The Earl Jones 
Institute)

4:00  -
5:30 pm

E2 Festival Screening
Mission Palms Hotel

*Registration is ongoing and on a fi rst come, fi rst served basis. Admission is free for all ASU faculty and students.

E2 Festival Screening
Mission Palms Hotel

E2 Festival Screening
Mission Palms Hotel

 Casting Call 
Demonstration of a Film 

Casting Session
(continued)
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     Conference

*Sponsored Patrons 
Cocktail Reception

Digital Filmmaking 101

 The Shoot  
Producer/Director explains 

the basics of organizing a 
professional fi lm shoot

(in association with 
The Earl Jones Institute)

     Film Festival

E2 Festival Screening
Mission Palms Hotel

Time
6:30 -

8:00 pm

Panel Discussion
Sex, Drugs & Violence

in Entertainment
Moderator: F. Miguel Valenti

    -Michael Switzer, director
    -Glen Mazzara, executive 
 producer “The Shield”
    -Gus Edwards, 
 playwright, scholar, ASU
    -Crystal Griffi th, 
 Documentary Filmmaker
    -Sean Horton, videogame 
designer, Retro Studios Animation

 Post-Production
Basics of Picture Editing, 
Sound Editing, SFX, etc.  

(in association with 
Scottsdale Community College)

8:45  -
10:15 am E2 Festival Screening

Featured Shorts
Mission Palms Hotel

(9:00 - 10:00 am)

 Special Effects 
Learn basics of special effects 
from industry professionals 

(in association with 
Scottsdale Community College)

8:00 -
10:30 pm

9:00 pm -
midnight

     Conference

Continental Breakfast 
at break stations

Digital Filmmaking 101     Film FestivalTime
8:30 -

8:45 am

*Registration is ongoing and on a fi rst come, fi rst served basis. Admission is free for all ASU faculty and students.

Publisher’s ExpoAll-Day

E2 Festival Screening
Mission Palms Hotel

E2 Festival Screening
Mission Palms Hotel

*Sponsored Patrons 
Dinner

Continental Breakfast 
at break stations

Continental Breakfast 
at break stations

SATURDAY,  OCTOBER 22SATURDAY,  OCTOBER 22
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     Conference Digital Filmmaking 101     Film Festival
10:15 -

10:30 am

*Sponsored Award 
Luncheon

Supreme Justice 
Sandra Day O’Connor, 

Recipient of the Joan & David 
Lincoln Award for Public Virtue  
Introduced by: Arizona Attorney 
General Terry Goddard, Joan & 
David Lincoln, Lincoln Center 
Board Member Cathy McKee, 
Lincoln Center Director Peter 

French, Conference Director F. 
Miguel Valenti

Post-Production
Basics of Picture Editing, 
Sound Editing, SFX, etc. 

(in association with 
Scottsdale Community College)

E2 Festival Screening 
“Selected New Works 
from the E2 Festival”

(noon – 1 pm)

“In Good Company”
Conversation with 

Director Paul Weitz 
(1:00 pm)

Note:  Mr. Weitz’ participation is 
tentative and subject to change

Break Break Break

12:00  -
2:00 pm

2:00 -
2:15 pm

Panel Discussion
The Business of Celebrity: 

Paparazzi & the Press 
 Moderator: Laurie Trotta

    -Peter Howe, author of 
 ‘Paparazzi’
    -Bill Muller, Arizona 
 Republic Film Critic
    -Jack Zibluk, ethicist of 
 photojournalism
    -Scott McKiernan, director  
 ZUMA Press
   -Kevin Sasaki, publicist 
Warren Cowan & Assoc. PR

Post-Production
Basics of Picture Editing, 
Sound Editing, SFX, etc. 

(in association with 
Scottsdale Community College)

E2 Festival Screening 
“In Good Company”

(Screening begins at 1:00 pm)

Harkins Valley Art Theatre
(in association with 

The Phoenix Film Festival)

Followed by a conversation with 
fi lmmaker Paul Weitz

2:15  -
3:30 pm

Break Break Break

Feature Presentation
Benjamin Barber, author of 

international bestseller: 
Jihad vs McWorld

 Introduced by Laurie Trotta

Post-Production
Basics of Picture Editing, 
Sound Editing, SFX, etc. 

(in association with 
Scottsdale Community College)

10:30  -
11:45 am

E2 Featured Screening 
“Del Otro Lado”

with Crystal Griffi th, fi lmmaker
(screening begins at 10:00 am)

Harkins Valley Art Theatre
(in association with 

The Phoenix Film Festival)

*Registration is ongoing and on a fi rst come, fi rst served basis. Admission is free for all ASU faculty and students.
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     Conference Digital Filmmaking 101     Film Festival

Dinner on own recognizance Dinner on own recognizanceDinner on own recognizance
5:00pm

*Registration is ongoing and on a fi rst come, fi rst served basis. Admission is free for all ASU faculty and students.

Art Collides 
with Fashion
Fashion Show

(8:00 pm) 
Silent Auction

8:00 -
10:00 pm E2 Festival Screening

Mission Palms Hotel

Masquerade Party
(In association with 

The International Horror 
and Sci-Fi Festival)

10:00 pm
until ?

Publisher’s Expo              
All-Day

Break Break Break
3:30 -

3:45 pm

3:45  -
5:00 pm Post-Production

Basics of Picture Editing, 
Sound Editing, SFX, etc. 

(in association with 
Scottsdale Community College)

E2 Festival Screening 
“Born into Brothels”

(Screening begins at 3:00 pm)

Discussion led by Crystal 
Griffi th following the screening

Harkins Valley Art Theatre
(in association with 

The Phoenix Film Festival)

E2 Festival Screening
Mission Palms Hotel

Panel Discussion
The Ethics of Horror 

Lloyd Kaufman
Troma Films
Tobe Hooper

Poltergeist
(in association with 
International Horror 
and Sci-Fi Festival)

or 
Featured Presentation

Casting Out of Type:
The Title VII Debate

Russell Robinson, UCLA

Commentary: Julian Krainin, 
fi lm and television director and 

Martha A. Field, 
Harvard Law School

Introduced by: 
James Weinstein, ASU
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Panel Discussion
Spirituality in the 

Entertainment Marketplace
Moderator: Margaret Trichter

publisher, Moving Pictures 
Magazine

    -Chuck LeVinus, producer
      -Sean Horton, animator
      -Anna Darrah, Spiritual 
 Cinema Circle

Legal Issues
Instructor: F. Miguel Valenti

9:30  -
10:45 am E2 Festival Feature Film

Screening (2nd screening)
Mission Palms Hotel

     Conference

Continental Breakfast 
at break stations

Digital Filmmaking 101

Continental Breakfast 
at break stations

     Film Festival

Continental Breakfast 
at break stations

Time
9:00 -

9:30 am

Marketing and 
Distribution

Instructor: Laurie Trotta

10:45 -
11:15 am

Conference Closes Workshop ClosesFestival Closes

11:30 -
1:00 pm

1:00 pm

Publisher’s Expo  Until Festival 
Close

*Registration is ongoing and on a fi rst come, fi rst served basis. Admission is free for all ASU faculty and students.

E2 Festival Feature Film
Screening (2nd screening)

Mission Palms Hotel

E2 Festival Feature Film
Screening (2nd screening)

Mission Palms Hotel

Demo of Film

SUNDAY,  OCTOBER 23SUNDAY,  OCTOBER 23
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Benjamin Barber,
Author, 

An internationally renowned political 
theorist, Benjamin R. Barber is the 
Gershon and Carol Kekst Professor 
of Civil Society and Distinguished 
University Professor at the University 
of Maryland. Dr. Barber brings an 
abiding concern for democracy and
citizenship to issues of politics, 
culture and education in America and 
abroad.  

Professor Barber’s 17 books include 
the classic Strong Democracy 
(1984) reissued in 2004 in a 20th 
anniversary edition; the international 
best-seller Jihad vs McWorld (1995 
with a Post 9/11 Edition in 2001, 
translated into twenty languages) and 
Fear’s Empire: War, Terrorism and 
Democracy (2003), also published in 
eight foreign editions. His collected 
American essays, A Passion for 
Democracy, were published by 
Princeton University Press in 1999, 
and his book The Truth of Power: 
Intellectual Affairs in the Clinton 
White House was published in 2001 
by W. W. Norton & Company. He is 
currently working on The Decline of 
Capitalism and the Infantilist Ethos, to 
be published next year.

Randy Barbato, 
Writer and Director, 
World of Wonder Films

Award-winning fi lm director and 
producer Randy Barbato founded 
World of Wonder Productions in 
1990 with his partner Fenton Bailey.  
They have directed and produced 
a wide variety of fi lms featured on 
US and UK broadcasters, including 
HBO, BBC, Bravo, Channel 4, Vh1, 
Showtime, AMC, Trio, and Court TV.  
Their cutting edge and entertaining 
documentaries Monica in Black and 
White (HBO) and The Eyes of Tammy 
Faye (Cinemax) gave audiences a 
fresh perspective on the characters 
of Monica Lewinsky and Tammy 
Faye Bakker. They have also created 
defi ning work for America’s most 
exciting cable channels. In 2005, 
Bailey and Barbato debuted their fi lm 
Inside Deep Throat at the Sundance 
Film Festival. Co-produced with Brian 
Grazer and Imagine Entertainment, 
this documentary explores the 
cultural impact of the 1972 fi lm Deep 
Throat through the lens of the sexual 
revolution of the late 60s and early 
70s. The Wow Report, their daily blog, 
receives more than 4 million hits a 
month.

Clive Cussler, 
Novelist and Adventurer, Author of 

Clive Cussler, the Grand Master of 
the American action adventure novel, 
grew up in Alhambra, California.  
He attended Pasadena City College 
for two years but then enlisted in 
the Air Force during the Korean 
War, where he served as an aircraft 
mechanic and fl ight engineer in 
the Military Air Transport Service.  
Upon his discharge, Cussler became 
a copywriter and later creative 
director for two of the nation’s 
leading advertising agencies. At that 
time, he wrote and produced radio 
and television commercials that won 
numerous international awards, 
one at the prestigious Cannes Film 
Festival. 

Cussler began writing novels in 
1965. Eight years later he published 
his fi rst, The Mediterranean Caper, 
featuring the indomitable Dirk Pitt® 
and his adventures at the National 
Underwater Marine Agency, or 
NUMA. It is said that Cussler’s own 
life nearly parallels that of Dirk Pitt.  
Whether searching for lost aircraft 
or leading NUMA expeditions to fi nd 
famous shipwrecks, Cussler has had 
success in recovering more than 60 
lost ships of historic signifi cance. 

Ethics of Entertainment  |  A Conference and Film FestivalEthics of Entertainment  |  A Conference and Film Festival
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Gus Edwards, 
Playwright, Theatre and Film Scholar, 
ASU

Gus Edwards is a Professor at Arizona 
State University in the Herberger 
College of Fine Arts Department 
of Theatre (proposed School of 
Theatre and Film), where he directs 
a Multi-Ethnic Theatre program and 
teaches Film Studies. A native of St. 
Thomas, Virgin Islands, he arrived 
in New York City and began to study 
acting, mainly with William Hickey 
at the H.B. Studios, followed by 
fi lmmaking at the New York Institute 
of Photography. Among his multitude 
of accomplishments, Edwards had 
his fi rst full-length play, The Offering, 
produced in 1977 by the renowned 
Negro Ensemble Company (NEC).  
From then until 1993, Edwards would 
have nine plays presented there, along 
with a co-scripted TV adaptation of 
James Baldwin’s novel, Go Tell It on 
the Mountain (1985), and the narration 
for the PBS American Masters 
documentary, The Negro Ensemble 
Company. Professor Edwards, alongside 
Charles Fuller, holds the honor of 
being the Negro Ensemble Company’s 
most produced playwright.  Other 
published works include: Old Phantom, 
Monologues on Black Life, Classic Plays 
from the NEC, and More Monologues on 
Black Life, Vol. II.

Robert Englund, 
Horror Film Actor

A leading actor of a number of horror 
fi lms, Robert Englund is probably 
best known as Freddy Krueger in A 
Nightmare On Elm Street (1984) and all 
of its sequels. Englund became a cult 
favorite after that fi lm, but had started 
working in the 1970s. He was cast as a 
sex-crazed maniac in Eaten Alive (1977) 
by Tobe Hooper, who also directed 
The Texas Chain Saw Massacre (1974). 
Englund went on to a number of low 
budget horror fi lms, including Galaxy 
of Terror (1981) and The Fifth Floor 
(1978). 

Then came his big break as Freddy 
Krueger in Elm Street, the man of 
nightmares with the disfi gured face 
and a red striped shirt with his right 
hand as razor-sharp knives. The fi lm 
was directed by Wes Craven and was 
so successful for New Line Cinema 
that the company had Englund reprise 
Freddy in all of the subsequent--and 
wildly successful--sequels. He played 
the title role in the semi-remake of the 
horror fi lm classic, The Phantom of the 
Opera (1989) for 21st Century Film 
Corporation. Englund has frequently 
worked with Hooper, in such fi lms as 
Night Terrors (1993) and The Mangler 
(1995).

Martha A. Field, 
Langdell Professor of 
Law, Harvard Law School

Martha A. Field’s research interests 
span from Constitutional and Family 
Law to Reproductive Technology 
as well as her interest in issues 
surrounding the First Amendment.  
Since receiving her Juris Doctor from 
the University of Chicago, she has 
had an accomplished career pursuing 
Civil Rights and issues of Health 
and Privacy along with many others. 
Her publications include Testing for 
HIV Antibodies: Uses and Abuses, 16 
American Journal of Law & Medicine 
400 (1990), Surrogate Motherhood 
(Harvard University Press 2nd ed. 
1991), Killing the Handicapped, 
16 Harvard Women’s Law Journal 
79 (1993), among others. She was 
appointed the Langdell Professor in 
1998.

Exploring the Art & Impact of EntertainmentExploring the Art & Impact of Entertainment
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Harry Frankfurt, 
Emeritus Professor of Philosophy

Harry G. Frankfurt is Professor of 
Philosophy Emeritus at Princeton 
University. A professor at Princeton 
since 1990, Frankfurt has spent 
much of his career exploring the 
ways in which people think about 
themselves intellectually and morally, 
and how ideals and values shape our 
lives. His past work explored the 
relevance of love and non-moral goals 
and standards and the distinction 
between being active and being 
passive. His most recent work, On 
Bullshit (Princeton University Press) 
is a commentary on popular culture 
as seen through the seasoned eye 
of a philosopher.  Described as 
“beautifully written, lucid, ironic 
and profound, it is a model of what 
Philosophy can and should do” by 
one critic (Bryan Appleyard, The 
Sunday Times, London), On Bullshit 
has been on the New York Times 
Bestseller List for more than half a 
year. Frankfurt came to Princeton 
from Yale, where he chaired the 
philosophy department from 1978 
to 1987 and lectured in the School 
of Law. He has taught at Rockefeller 
University and the State University of 
New York, among others.

Crystal Griffi th, 
Documentary Filmmaker, 
Cinematographer and Scholar

Griffi th is an award-winning 
documentary fi lmmaker who has her 
roots in camera work. She got her start 
in 1989 on the documentary 101, a fi lm 
following a massive world tour taken 
on by the 1980’s rock band, Depeche 
Mode. In 1992, Griffi th got her fi rst 
job as a cinematographer on the fi lm 
The Music Tells You, which documents 
the life of acclaimed jazz saxophonist 
Branford Marsalis. In 1995 Ms. 
Griffi th’s fi lm, A Litany for Survival: 
The Life and Work of Audre Lorde was 
nominated for the Grand Jury Prize at 
the Sundance Film Festival. Her work 
Del Otro Lado is being screened at the 
E2 Festival.

Terry Goddard, 
Attorney General of Arizona

Throughout his public service career, 
Goddard has fought to improve the 
lives of Arizonans. Elected Mayor of 
Phoenix four times, he led the City 
from 1984 to 1990. In those years, 
Phoenix made signifi cant strides 
in expanding and modernizing law 
enforcement, increasing citizen 
participation, revitalizing downtown, 
and setting up nationally recognized 
programs in the arts, economic 
development and historic preservation. 
He is also a member of the Board of 
Directors of The Lincoln Center for 
Applied Ethics. A graduate of Harvard 
University and ASU’s College of Law, 
Terry Goddard has had a successful 
career serving the public, and he 
continues to do so today.
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Peter Howe, 
Photojournalist and 
author,          

Peter Howe has worked as a 
photojournalist for more than 13 years, 
during which time he has covered 
stories ranging from Presidential 
Inaugurations to the civil war in El 
Salvador. He has worked as picture 
editor for the New York Times Magazine 
and as director of photography for 
LIFE magazine. He is the author of 
Shooting Under Fire: The World of the 
War Photographer, published in 2002.  
In his newest book, Paparazzi (2005), 
Howe takes an in depth look at the 
world of the paparazzi, delving into 
ethical views on their work, an area of 
real controversy. 

Paparazzi are “the result of a collision 
between a culture obsessed with 
celebrity and an established tradition 
of street photography,” explains Howe.  
The best photos taken by paparazzi, he 
says, have an element of confrontation, 
whether it’s Cameron Diaz attempting 
to cover herself with an umbrella on 
a sunny day in Beverly Hills, Princess 
Diana forcing her hand in front of a 
camera, or Jackie Kennedy pulling her 
turtleneck up past her ears in an effort 
to cover her face. 

Tobe Hooper, 
Filmmaker          

Before becoming a fi lmmaker, Tobe 
Hooper, a native of Austin, Texas 
spent the 60s as a college teacher 
and documentary cameraman. He 
organized a small cast who were also 
college teachers and students and then 
he and Kim Henkle made The Texas 
Chain Saw Massacre (1974). This fi lm 
changed the horror fi lm industry. 
Hooper based it upon the real life 
killings of Ed Gein, a cannibalistic killer 
responsible for the grisly murders of 
several people in the 1950s. Hooper’s 
success with Texas Chainsaw Massacre 
landed him in Hollywood and it remains 
a horror fi lm classic. Hooper rejoined 
the cast of Texas and with Kim Henkle 
again for Eaten Alive (1976), a gory 
horror fi lm with Mel Ferrer, William 
Finley and Marilyn Burns (who played 
the lead in Texas Chainsaw). Eaten 
Alive won many awards at Horror Film 
Festivals. Hooper directed Stephen 
King’s 1979 mini series Salem’s Lot 
(1979) (TV). In 1981, he directed 
the teen slasher fi lm for Universal 
Pictures, The Funhouse (1981). In 
1982, Steven Spielberg enlisted him 
to direct his production of Poltergeist 
(1982). It quickly became a top ranking 
major motion picture, despite some 
differences that were resolved by 
Spielberg himself taking over Hooper’s 
directing duties. Other fi lms by Hooper 
include Lifeforce (1985), the minor 
remake of Invaders from Mars, and 
Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2 (1986). He 
also directed two Robert Englund fi lms, 
Night Terrors (1993) and The Mangler 
(1995). 

Sean Horton, 
Retro Studios Animation 

Sean Horton grew up in Northeastern 
Ohio, and later attended DigiPen 
Institute of Technology in Redmond, 
Washington. After graduating from the 
3D Computer Animation program in 
2004, he accepted a position at Retro 
Studios in Austin, Texas. 
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Lloyd Kaufman, 
Founder, Troma Films

Introduced to the B-movie genre while 
a student at Yale College, Kaufman 
began to understand the opportunities 
that existed in fi lm. Working on a 
variety of fi lm projects eventually led 
him to start his own company, Troma 
Films. Troma had early success with 
sex comedies and horror fi lms, but it 
was when Toxic Avenger was created 
that Kaufman and Troma Films etched 
their mark in fi lm history. His company 
has created over one thousand fi lms, 
and Kaufman continues his adventures 
in fi lm, writing, directing, and acting, 
but most of all remaining a hero to 
many an up and coming fi lmmaker.  
His current project Poultrygeist: Attack 
of the Chicken Zombies! is due for 
release next year. On the more serious 
side, he has authored several widely 
used texts on low-budget independent 
fi lmmaking.

Julian Krainin, 
Producer,       

Julian Krainin, President of Krainin 
Productions, Inc., Stevenson Ranch, 
California, is a producer, director, 
and writer of theatrical feature fi lms, 
network and cable television movies, 
TV specials and documentary series.

Among Mr. Krainin’s principal fi lms 
are:  Something the Lord Made, George 
Wallace-mini-series, Quiz Show, The 
Quiz Show Scandal, and Princeton: A 
Search for Answers.

Krainin has received more than one 
hundred major international fi lm 
awards and honors, including the 
Academy Award, the Emmy, the 
Peabody Award, the Directors Guild of 
America Award, and the CINE Golden 
Eagle.

After attending medical school at 
Columbia University College of 
Physicians and Surgeons, Mr. Krainin 
attended the Columbia University 
Masters Degree Program in Film.  
In 1993 he received an Honorary 
Doctorate in the Humanities from 
Allegheny College, “. . . in recognition 
of his unique contributions to the 
television and fi lm media.”

Chuck LeVinus, 
Producer, 

Chuck LeVinus is writer, actor and 
producer of the acclaimed independent 
fi lm Never Been Thawed, one of the E2 
Film Festival’s Featured Presentations.  
Shot in and around Phoenix, the fi lm 
irreverently pokes fun at many of the 
institutions of our country, taking shots 
at religious icons, politicians, love, sex, 
and even the frozen food business.  
Never Been Thawed received national 
distribution – a coup for a small, fi rst-
time independent fi lm  -- and earned 
rave reviews nationwide.  LeVinus is 
planning his next feature fi lm with 
members of the Never Been Thawed 
team. A fi refi ghter in Phoenix, he grew 
up in Glendale, Arizona, and played 
football at West Virginia University.  
Upon graduation, Chuck played 
professional football in Spain. He 
appears in NBT as the character Chuck 
McTavish.
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Bill Muller, 
Film Writer, 

Bill Muller, fi lm writer for The Arizona 
Republic, has been a journalist for 18 
years. For the last fi ve, he has covered 
movies for The Republic, writing reviews 
and interviewing some of Hollywood’s 
biggest stars. Before joining the 
features desk, Bill was one of the 
paper’s top political reporters, winning 
a national SPJ award in 1999 for a 
20,000-word profi le on then-presidential 
aspirant John McCain. Since joining 
The Republic in 1994, Bill reported and 
wrote numerous investigative projects 
on topics ranging from worker safety to 
government fraud. Muller, 41, has also 
worked for the Dallas Times Herald 
and the News & Observer of Raleigh. 
He has won numerous other awards 
and is a two-time runner-up for Arizona 
Journalist of the Year.

Glen Mazzara, 
Executive Producer, 

 

Glen Mazzara is currently Executive 
Producer/Writer for the fi fth season 
of the 2003 Golden Globe winner for 
Best Television Drama, The Shield. He 
has been a member of the core writing 
staff of the ground-breaking police 
drama since its inception. Born in 
Manhattan and raised in Queens, New 
York, Mazzara developed an interest 
in writing at an early age, going on to 
attend NYU, where he earned both 
his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in 
English. In addition to writing for The 
Shield, Mazzara is currently writing the 
feature fi lm Quiet Soldier for Mission 
Pictures and developing new shows for 
20th Century Fox Television. He lives 
in Los Angeles with his wife and three 
sons.

Neil Malamuth, 
Scholar, UCLA

Neil Malamuth is a Professor in the 
departments of Psychology, Women’s 
Studies and Communications at UCLA. 
His work examines the effects of 
media on aggressive and anti-social 
behavior, particularly the effects of 
pornography. His work has focused 
on the decision-making process 
concerning such areas as judicial 
sentencing, human rights, social justice, 
and pornography. He has published 
numerous articles, presented papers 
at symposia, and taught seminars on 
the topics of the philosophical, social, 
and legal aspects of the pornography 
issue. Dr. Malamuth has also co-edited 
a book on the subject. His papers 
include such titles as “Predicting 
Sexual Aggression,” “Teenagers and 
Pornography,” and “The Internet and 
Aggression.” Malamuth was awarded 
his Doctorate in Social Psychology from 
Carleton University.
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Scott Mc Kiernan, 
Founder, Zuma Press

With over 30 years of wide-ranging 
experience in photojournalism, Scott 
Mc Kiernan built a successful career 
as a photojournalist, shooting page-
one stories for major magazines such 
as Paris Match, Stern, Newsweek 
and People Weekly. He branched into 
editing before founding ZUMA Press 
and becoming the agent to some of 
the most respected photojournalists 
in the world. Representing over 900 
professionals worldwide, plus dozens 
of large dailies, ZUMA Press is now the 
largest independent picture agency and 
wire service. Mc Kiernan launched two 
new initiatives in 2004: DOUBLEtruck 
Magazine, the ultimate showcase 
of cutting-edge photojournalism; 
and zReportage.com, the high-end, 
premium photojournalism service for 
stories that need to be told. In 2005, he 
co-founded FOTONITE.org, a monthly 
gathering for photojournalists and a 
non-profi t organization to help aspiring 
photojournalists. 

Penelope Price, 
Documentary Filmmaker and Scholar, 
SCC

Price is an award-winning documentary 
fi lmmaker. After graduating from 
Arizona State University in 1979, Price 
worked as a producer, writer, director, 
cinematographer and editor for such 
documentaries as Artist of Resistance, 
a featured screening at the E2 Film 
Festival, and An Angel Passes, which 
won the Golden Spire award at the San 
Francisco International Film Festival.  
Price is a professor at Scottsdale 
Community College, teaching fi lm in 
a nationally recognized program she 
founded that currently includes more 
than 200 students.

Guillermo Reyes, 
Playwright/Screenwriter/Scholar, ASU

Guillermo Reyes fi rst became an 
Arizona State University Sun Devil 
in 1996. That same year he produced 
Chilean Holiday at the Actors Theater 
of Louisville Humana Festival and 
was further published in the Humana 
Festival ’96: The Complete Plays. A year 
later, in 1997, Reyes won the National 
Hispanic Playwrights Contest with his 
play, A Southern Christmas, expanding 
his already extraordinary resume of 
plays and awards. In 1994, Men on 
the Verge of a His-Panic Breakdown, 
won Theater L.A.’s Ovation Award 
for Best World Premiere play and 
Best Production before continuing its 
journey through the theatre circuit.  
Reyes’ play, Deporting the Divas, won 
the 1996 Bay Area Drama-Logue Award 
for Playwriting and was nominated for 
Original Script by the Bay Area Critics 
Circle. Other written works include: 
Miss Consuelo, Allende by Pinochet, 
The West Hollywood Affair, and The 
Seductions of Johnny Diego.
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Michael J. Switzer, 
Television Director

Switzer’s fi rst TV movie was Nitti: The 
Informer, starring Anthony LaPaglia, 
for ABC in 1988.  Since then, he has 
directed 30 network movies, including 
What Love Sees, Unlikely Angel and the 
Hallmark Hall of Fame Fallen Angel 
for CBS; Fergie & Andrew: Behind 
The Palace Doors for NBC; Past The 
Bleachers, Summer Dreams: The Story 
Of The Beach Boys and Unwed Father 
for ABC, Three Days for ABC Family 
channel and the upcoming Ordinary 
Miracles and Annie’s Point for the 
Hallmark Channel. The stars he has 
worked with are diverse, including 
Bernadette Peters, Gena Rowlands, 
Gary Sinise, Richard Thomas, Stanley 
Tucci, Kelly McGillis, Patricia Wettig, 
Dolly Parton, Melissa Gilbert, Lindsey 
Wagner, Linda Lavin, LeeAnn Rimes, 
Richard Chamberlin, James Earl Jones, 
Richard Dean Anderson, Richard 
Crenna, Peter Horton, William Devane, 
Reba McEntire, Della Reese, Anabeth 
Gish, Betty White, Brooke Shields and 
Kristin Davis. Switzer also directed the 
NBC miniseries, Final Justice, starring 
Patty Duke, Martin Sheen and Charles 
Dutton, as well as two pilots, Dakota’s 
Way and Revealing Evidence. Switzer 
currently resides in Studio City with his 
wife, and daughter.

Russell Robinson, 
Scholar, UCLA

Russell Robinson, Acting Professor, 
teaches Contracts, Race and Sexuality, 
and a Seminar on Contemporary 
Issues in Entertainment Law at UCLA. 
Robinson graduated from Harvard 
Law School (1998), after receiving his 
B.A. from Hampton University (1995). 
Robinson clerked for Judge Dorothy 
Nelson of the Ninth Circuit Court 
of Appeals (1998-99) and for Justice 
Stephen Breyer of the US Supreme 
Court (2000-01). He has also worked 
for the US Department of Justice, 
Offi ce of Legal Counsel (1999-2000) 
and the fi rm of Akin, Gump, Strauss, 
Hauer and Feld in Los Angeles, 
practicing entertainment law (2001-02). 
He was a Visiting Professor at Fordham 
Law School (2003-04). Robinson’s 
current scholarly and teaching interests 
include antidiscrimination law, civil 
rights, and media and entertainment 
law. 

Kevin Sasaki, 
Publicist

Currently Executive VP of Artists 
& Entertainers at Warren Cowan & 
Associates Public Relations in Los 
Angeles, Kevin Sasaki got his start at 
Rogers & Cowan, the original company 
founded by Warren Cowan and his 
partner Henry Rogers. Starting as an 
assistant in the Corporate Division, 
Sasaki eventually worked his way 
into an executive position, handling 
entertainment projects and events for 
Moet & Chandon, Princess Cruises, 
Braniff Airlines, Ford Motor Company, 
Bob’s Big Boy, Karl Home Video and 
Ralston Purina. He then moved into 
the Entertainment Division, handling 
television and personalities, including 
Aaron Spelling, George Schlatter, Merv 
Griffi n, Connie Stevens, Eva Gabor and 
Henry & Ginny Mancini.

After the agency was sold to Weber/
Shandwyck Worldwide, Sasaki went 
on to join Warren Cowan in launching 
Warren Cowan & Associates, retaining 
several of his entertainment clients.  
Since then, he has represented Rodney 
and Joan Dangerfi eld, Steve Allen and 
Jayne Meadows, Merv Griffi n, Aaron 
and Candy Spelling, Connie Stevens, 
Wayne Newton, Vanna White, Debbie 
Reynolds, Esther Williams, Randy 
Spelling, Ginny Mancini, Monica 
Mancini, The Osmonds, Jimmy 
Osmond, producer Brenda Hampton, 
Beverly Hills 90210, Melrose Place, 
Sunset Beach, 7thHeaven, Fat Actress, 
and Menopause the Musical’s Aging Out 
Loud Tour, among others.
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John B. Zibluk, 
Photojournalism Scholar, Arkansas 
State University

John B. (Jack) Zibluk, PhD, is 
ethics columnist and writer for News 
Photographer, the National Press 
Photographers Association magazine.  
A professor at the “other” ASU, 
Arkansas State University, Zibluk  
teaches photojournalism. He is the 
winner of the 2005 NPPA Robin F. 
Garland photojournalism educator 
award for his column and his advocacy 
of diversity and journalism ethics. 
Zibluk  was also the 2002 National 
Geographic magazine faculty  fellow 
of the year. Zibluk has worked as a 
photojournalist, editor and designer 
at the Memphis Commercial Appeal as 
well as working as a writer, editor and 
photographer of several newspapers 
in his native Connecticut. His recent 
works have  appeared in the Chronicle 
of Higher Education and Journalism 
Ethics magazine. 

James Weinstein, 
Professor of Law, Constitutional Scholar, 
ASU College of Law 

James Weinstein has been on the 
faculty of the Arizona State University 
College of Law since 1986, and 
the Amelia D. Lewis Professor of 
Constitutional Law since 1998. During 
the academic year 2006-07, he will be a 
Visiting Fellow of Trinity College and 
a visiting member of the Law Faculty 
at Cambridge University. In the Fall 
quarter of 2001, he was a visiting 
professor at UCLA, Department of 
Communications. He specializes in 
constitutional law, particularly freedom 
of  speech. 

Professor Weinstein’s publications 
include Hate Speech, Pornography and 
The Radical Attack on Free Speech 
Doctrine (Westview Press, 1999); an 
article in Essays in Law and Philosophy 
(W. J. Waluchow, ed. Clarendon Press, 
Oxford 1994) on the Canadian hate 
speech decisions; a section in Sexual 
Harassment (B. Lindemann and D. 
Kadue eds. BNA 1992) on free speech 
issues raised by regulation of sexually 
harassing speech in the workplace.

Kevin Sullivan, 
Director 

Film director Kevin Sullivan is following 
up his hit feature, MGM’s Barbershop 
2 with Columbia Pictures The Dinner 
Party, starring Ashton Kutcher and 
Bernie Mac. He began his feature 
directing career with the critically 
acclaimed How Stella Got Her Groove 
Back.  Opening in the summer of 1998 
it swept the NAACP Image Awards 
for that year, including being named 
Outstanding Motion Picture. Sullivan, 
a native of San Francisco, began his 
career as a child actor, appearing on 
stage and in fi lms. He took a permanent 
position with the city’s prestigious 
American Conservatory Theatre, 
training and performing in many stage 
productions, including the role of Puck 
in A Midsummer’s Night Dream.  At 20, 
he was cast in the fi lms More American 
Graffi ti, Night Shift, and Star Trek 
II: The Wrath of Khan. He ultimately 
landed a regular role on Happy Days.
George Lucas enlisted him to write 
the screenplay of Red Tails.  Later he 
worked with Norman Jewison on The 
Good Times Are Killing Me. Other 
directing efforts include HBO’s Soul 
of the Game with Delroy Lindo and 
Conviction, a Showtime original feature 
starring Omar Epps and Dana Delaney. 
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24/7 
Category: Short

In this smart and dark comedy founded 
on the craggy rock of television 
newsmagazines and steeped in the cult 
of celebrity, “Roch Braun,” the idolized 
(and now disgraced) host of 24/7, uses 
his last appearance on camera to rescue 
his name from a pit of infamy and 
perhaps even save the reputation of the 
network while he’s at it. Pushing aside 
whispers about how he concealed his 
heritage, politics and subversive intent, 
Roch seizes this opportunity to battle 
what he considers to be the only real 
threat to security: the waning adoration 
and love of his fans.   
Director: Kelly-Ruth Mercier
Running Time: 11 min : 30 sec

A Note of Triumph: The 
Golden Age of Norman 
Corwin  
Category: Documentary

On the evening of VE Day, May 
5th, 1945, Norman Corwin, the 
oft called “poet laureate of radio 
drama,” presented a radio program 
which galvanized and electrifi ed the 
nation. The broadcast ‘ON A NOTE 
OF TRIUMPH’ was a moment that 
would mark the end of a long national 
struggle, and, in another sense, set 
a new standard for the art of radio 
drama. This documentary recounts the 
creation and broadcast of ‘TRIUMPH’ 
and the response immediately 
afterwards, demonstrating the lasting 
effect it has had on our culture and 
artistic heritage. The documentary 
also takes a close look at Corwin, a 
man who continues to hold the banner 
for a rare mix of high journalistic 
standards and artistry in the fi eld of 
communications.     
Director: Eric Simonson
Running Time: 39 min : 58 sec

AFTER THE APOCALYPSE  
Category: Feature

A Woman and Four Men in a Strange 
New World. After the Apocalypse is 
a futuristic fable about fi ve survivors 
trying to make sense of a New World 
after a devastating urban catastrophe 
challenges their basic human needs. 
Set in a bleak, post-urban landscape in 
the aftermath of the Third World War, 
the fi lm presents a strangely limited 
environment where a single woman and 
four men are forced to communicate 
without words as a result of destructive 
gasses from the war. When their pasts 
are erased by the war, they are forced 
to recreate their lives both individually 
and collectively. 
Director: Yasuaki Nakajima
Running Time: 01 hr : 12 min : 00 sec

Artists of Resistance
Category: Feature

In a Salvadoran village where 
a massacre is believed to have 
taken place, Claudia Bernardi—an 
internationally acclaimed Argentinean 
artist from Berkeley, California—
attempts to battle repression and 
obliteration through creating art. 
While a team of Argentinean forensic 
scientists, including her sister, 
excavates a mass grave to try and 
determine if there was a massacre 
or a military battle, Bernardi joins 
the village in their efforts. As the 

excavation proceeds, the shocking 
discovery is made that the average 
age of the victims is only six years old. 
Along with the surviving children, she 
paints murals as a way to heal the pain 
and move life forward for the village. 
This powerful documentary shows 
how those who were supposed to be 
destroyed, create instead. Artist of 
Resistance strongly reminds how art 
is a powerful global statement against 
violence, and is itself an important 
element of activism. 
Director: Penelope Price
Running Time: 58 min : 00 sec

Born into Brothels
Category: Feature

Born into Brothels by Ross Kauffman 
and Zana Briski is the winner of the 
77th annual Academy Award for Best 
Documentary Feature. A tribute 
to the resiliency of childhood and 
the restorative power of art, Born 
into Brothels is a portrait of several 
unforgettable children who live in the 
red light district of Calcutta, where 
their mothers work as prostitutes. Zana 
Briski, a New York-based photographer, 
gives each of the children a camera 
and teaches them to look at the world 
with new eyes. The fi lm, released by 
THINKFilm, premiered theatrically at 
the Film Forum in New York City in 
December 2004.  It has since opened 
nationwide.  
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A discussion with award winning 
documentary fi lmmaker Crystal 
Griffi th will follow the 
E2 screening.
Directors: Zana Briski and 
     Ross Kauffman
Running Time: 01 hr : 25 min : 00 sec

Note:  The photographs taken by the 
children in Born into Brothels are available 
for purchase in the Kids’ Gallery on 
BornIntoBrothels.org. All proceeds from 
print sales go directly to support the 
children’s education.

Breathe
Category: Short

Breathe, delivers UNICEF’s message 
of thanks to Sesame Workshop for 
their powerful commitment to the 
future of our children. The profoundly 
unique effect of Sesame Workshop’s 
programming in 125 countries is 
refl ected through an international 
gathering of mothers and children 
speaking in their native languages.
Director: Brandon Jameson
Running Time: 03 min : 30 sec

Bred in the Bone
Category: Feature

Is there really a freedom of choice? Or, 
is everything pre-determined?

John Palmentario is desperate not 
to follow in his father, Eugene’s, 
footsteps... not to make the same 
mistakes. At 34, John, looks back on 
his life as a paid thug who won’t kill or 
carry a gun and realizes that his life 
is not such a far cry from that of his 
father’s. John buys a ring and tells his 
best-friend and assistant, Andy, he’s 
ready to quit and marry his girlfriend, 
Gigi. Stunned, Andy convinces him 
to do just 2 more jobs so that he can 
get settled but John’s life is suddenly 

turned around with the appearance of 
a mysterious, Mexican, Cruz. Can John 
make the choices to change his life, or 
is it Bred to the Bone?
Director: Stan Harrington 
Running Time: 01 hr : 32 min : 12 sec

Broken
Category: Short

A young rape victims’ Advocate is 
assigned to help an older sexual assault 
victim. When the situation becomes too 
personal, the line between client and 
advocate is blurred. Broken is a story of 
physical and spiritual survival.
Director: Doug Conant
Running Time: 39 min : 15 sec

Casting About
Category: Documentary

Casting About is a lyrical feature 
documentary that explores the 
experience of casting actors. From 
the point of view of a fi lmmaker, 
the audience sees the angst and 
pre-audition prep-work of some 350 
actresses vying for three roles in a 
dramatic fi lm. Casting About includes 
footage from audition sessions held in 
Berlin, Boston, Chicago, London and 
Los Angeles, weaving together actor 
interviews, monologues, and scene 
work to create a collage of the casting 
experience.  Moving Still Productions, 
Inc. (2004) 
Director: Barry J. Hershey
Running time: 86 minutes

Cardboard Signs Category: 
Short

Cardboard Signs concerns a homeless 
man who is desperate to buy an 
engagement ring for his beloved. He 
hooks up with a con-man who loans him 
a wheelchair, so that he can pretend 
to be a crippled veteran and increase 
donations. However, the homeless man 

can’t stand pretending to be something 
he’s not, and so has to decide whether 
to back out and possibly lose the girl.
Director: Brandon Miller 
Running Time: 24 min : 00 sec

Credo
Category: Short

Yet another 9-minute screen opera 
about God and religious violence. 
Director: Keith Snyder
Running Time: 24 min : 00 sec

Crossing the Line 
Category: Short

If you cross the line, watch out - others 
may cross it too. An abused wife gets 
some unexpected help to deal with her 
husband.
Director: Chris Redish
Running Time: 03 min : 05 sec

Cyxork 7
Category: Feature

A young fi lmmaker and a bankrupt 
action hero shoot Cyxork 7, latest 
sequel of a faltering sci-fi  series, during 
a predicted cataclysmic earthquake, 
hoping to grab Hollywood’s attention. If 
they survive…
Director: John Huff
Running Time: 01 hr : 33 min : 00 sec

Dancing with 
The Devil  
Category: Short

A day seen through the eyes of Satan. 
The counterfeit trinity plots to take over 
the world but is rebuked by a 
gospel preacher.
Director: Michael Dohrmann
Running Time: 32 min : 00 sec
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Dancing from 
the Heart  
Category: Documentary

Andrew Garcia of San Juan Pueblo 
contrasts his early struggles with 
alcohol, from which he almost died, 
with his subsequent life as cultural 
and addiction counselor, family head, 
and teacher of his pueblo’s traditions, 
especially as embodied in its life-
affi rming dances.
Director: Marilyn Hunt
Running Time: 47 min : 23 sec

Dear Sweet Emma  
Category: Animation

Unbeknownst to all, Emma has an 
uncontrollable dark side.
Director: John Cernak
Running Time: 05 min : 17 sec

Del Otro Lado  
Category: Feature

Del Otro Lado (The Other Side) is 
a visually rich drama on AIDS and 
immigration, as well as a sensuous 
and powerful story about love and 
the passion to live. Alejandro has a 
loving family and a devoted partner, 
Beto. Their lives in Mexico City 
are as idyllic as can be in a nation 
where homosexuality is summarily 
condemned, economic chaos reigns 
and survival is tenuous. His AIDS 
treatment failing, Alejandro plans to go 
to the U.S. for the latest HIV treatment 
but he’s denied a visa. Now he has 
to weigh whether he should wait for 
better medical alternatives and risk 
getting full blown AIDS, or take the 
desperate measure of crossing the 
border illegally to seek help among 
strangers. His decision challenges all 
of his relationships and his very own 
survival. Del Otro Lado introduces 
Gustavo Cravioto and Mario Callitzin as 
the lovers and includes performances 

by award-winning actors Patricia 
Reyes Spíndola (Frida and La Reina 
de la Noche), the late Eduardo López 
Rojas (Mi Familia) and Mara Ybarra 
(López-Rojas’ wife) as Virginia, an out 
lesbian and best friend to the couple. 
This accomplished fi rst feature by 
C.A. Griffi th deals with issues rarely 
touched upon in Mexican Cinema 
and unlike many issue fi lms, this one 
embraces all the personal dimensions: 
tender love scenes between Alejandro 
and Beto add an erotic and human 
dimension to the multithemed 
narrative. 
Director: Crystal Griffi th
Running Time: 01 hour : 19 min : 00 sec

Eskimo Kiss 
Category: Documentary

Eskimo Kiss is a 5 minute meditation 
on the idea of race told from very 
interesting perspectives, including 
public interviews animated by 
Impressionist art, live actors, and a 
narrator.
Director: Chris Fink
Running Time: 05 min : 11 sec

Farewell The Tranquil Mind 
Category: Features

The events that lead up to a suicide at 
a New England boarding school are 
retraced in order to discover who was 
involved in the tragic death and why did 
it happen.
Directors: Woodrow Travers, Alexander 
Manshel, and Killian Clarke
Running Time: 01 hr : 47 min : 00 sec

Flyaway   
Category: Animations

A little wooden plane, despite the price 
it must pay, does the impossible and 
joins a world it could only dream of.
Director: Danny Oakley
Running Time: 10 min : 55 sec

Grand Luncheonette 
Category: Documentary

Grand Luncheonette documents the 
last days of one of the 42nd Street’s 
unforgettable hot dog lunch counters. 
Its closing marks the fi nal stage of the 
much publicized gentrifi cation of Times 
Square. 
Director: Peter Sillen
Running Time: 04 min : 30 sec

Heart of 
the Beholder  
Category: Features

Heart of the Beholder is based on the 
true story of a St. Louis couple who 
lost their chain of video stores, their 
family, and almost their lives, fi ghting a 
religious group over the removal of the 
controversial fi lm, The Last Temptation 
of Christ. 
Director: Ken Tipton
Running Time: 01 hr : 46 min : 00 sec

Hot Afternoons Have Been 
in Montana
Category: Short

Hot Afternoons Have Been in Montana 
is a short fi lm based on the Nation 
Prize-winning poem by Eli Siegel. 
Recorded by the poet, Hot Afternoons 
is a colorful montage combining 
photographs, computer art, and live-
action to show how a hot afternoon in 
Montana is related to the whole world-
- people, places, things, events. Hot 
Afternoons takes us on a wonderfully, 
meaningful odyssey throughout the 
universe-- the world of all time and 
space. The poem is so visual, and the 
relations so surprising and fi tting--made 
so musically--I knew it had to be made 
into a fi lm! 
Director: Ken Kimmelman
Running Time: 15 min : 30 sec
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How 87 Learned 
to Smile  
Category: Short

Unable to gain access to a Middle 
Eastern dictator growing too powerful 
for comfort, the government creates 
a clone from the DNA sample of his 
closest aid. They train the him to be 
a ruthless killer - without emotion, 
without pity. But the clone gets a 
glimpse of the outside world, and 
something inside him changes. When 
the government calls on him to kill 
again, he faces a decision: Obey, or 
rebel against his creators.      
Director: Sean Paul 
Running Time: 19 min : 47 sec   

In Good Company  
Category: Feature

Dan Foreman (played by Dennis Quaid) 
is a loving husband, caring father and 
star advertising executive. But now, 
life is putting him through the ultimate 
test. Carter Duryea (Topher Grace), 
a young hotshot half his age, has just 
become his boss. And to complicate 
matters, Dan discovers Carter is dating 
his daughter (Scarlett Johansson). 
Directed by Paul Weitz, this fi lm about 
multinational corporations and corporate 
downsizing was inspired by the work of 
Weitz’s friend and E2 Keynote Speaker 
Benjamin R. Barber’s book, Jihad vs. 
McWorld.
Director: Paul Weitz
Running Time: 01 hr : 44 min : 00 sec

Inside Deep Throat
Category: Documentary

It was fi lmed in six days for 25 
thousand dollars. The government 
didn’t want you to see it. It was banned 
in 23 states. It has grossed over 600 
million dollars. And it is the most 
profi table fi lm in motion picture history. 
More than 30 years after Deep Throat’s 
provocative debut, this documentary 
examines the legacy that the most 
profi table fi lm of all-time left on society. 
Narrated by Dennis Hopper, the 
fi lm features commentary by noted 
Hollywood voices such as Warren 
Beatty, Peter Bart, Norman Mailer, Bill 
Maher, Gore Vidal, John Waters, and 
Dr. Ruth Westheimer, among others.  
E2 is pleased to welcome Director 
Randy Barbato to the Festival. Barbato 
will participate in a Question & Answer 
session after the Inside Deep Throat 
Screening as well as participate in 
Friday’s discussion with Neil Malamuth 
on pornography.
Directors: Fenton Bailey, Randy Barbato
Running time:  01 hr : 32 min : 00 sec 

Note: This fi lm is rated NC–17, it contains 
extremely graphic material.

In the Eye of the Beholder; 
The Diane De Vries Story  
Category: Documentary

The doctor who delivered Diane De 
Vries fainted at his fi rst sight of her. 
Her life story is an exploration of 
how differences are perceived in our 
culture, and how she changed the rules 
by her refusal to be hidden away in an 
institution.
Director: Leslie McCandless
Running Time: 21 min : 25 sec    

Insomnia Manica 
Category: Features

A fast paced psychological thrill ride 
combining relentless and cutting edge 
fi lmmaking make Insomnia Manica a 
gripping neo-noir tale of a young group 
of vigilante thieves who choose to 
steal the wrong prize. Set in the dark 
and gritty downtown of Los Angeles, 
Insomnia Manica takes the audience 
through the journey of Iliad Labor 
(Daston Kalili) who drives the intensity 
through the screen with a powerful 
performance about riding the jagged 
edge of good and evil. Dahlia LaNoir 
(Natalie Fiori) shines as the femme 
fatale who as Iliad’s partner has to pay 
the ultimate price for her love. Moment 
by moment both minds and lives are 
lost. With its surreal soundtrack and 
unforgettable ending the lines of pain, 
fear and insanity all blur into 
Insomnia Manica. 
Director: Daston Kalili
Running Time: 02 hr : 00 min : 00 sec     

Islamic Journey 
Category: Documentary

This short video is a compilation of 
images from my journeys to various 
Islamic countries before and after 9/11. 
My choice of travel destinations causes 
friends to ask, “Why do you want to 
go there? Aren’t you afraid?” This fi lm 
tries to dispel the myth of fear prevalent 
in today’s political climate in the U.S. 
It shows that even as a woman, a Jew, 
and an American, I have experienced 
kindness and hospitality from people 
I encounter in supposedly “hostile” 
places around the world. By telling my 
stories and showing my images, I hope 
to foster the notion that as individual 
travelers, we can form friendships 
and have rewarding experiences, 
overcoming the “fear culture” that 
many people accept as the truth.   
Director: Sheryl Shapiro
Running Time: 04 min : 00 sec
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Jones 
Category: Feature

A genial, young father-to-be arrives 
for the fi rst time to New York City on 
business. His work schedule allows 
for enjoyable strolls through the city, 
taking in the enormity he’s most 
unaccustomed to back home in South 
Carolina. He might even go see a 
lecture given by his favorite author, 
Haruki Murakami. In New York there 
is everything; great bars, colorful 
characters and beautiful Asian call girls. 
Jones has a problem.
Director: Preston Miller
Running Time: 01 hr : 17 min : 00 sec   

Journey of Change  
Category: Documentary

Inspiration or desperation? Michael 
Margotta is perhaps Italy’s most 
popular teacher of the Stanislavski/
Strasberg method. How has he used his 
intense popularity to serve one of the 
world’s most important fi lm-producing 
countries?
Director: Michael Margotta
Running Time: 05 min : 50 sec     

Joyride 
Category: Animation

Don’t Tread on Me What “The Man” 
wants, “The Man” gets... and if you 
don’t pay attention it will all go by in the 
blink of a sound bite!    
Director: John Cernak
Running Time: 05 min : 10 sec     

Kiss Me Goodnight  
Category: Short

Detective Joseph Cane crosses the 
personal with the professional when 
he becomes obsessed with a missing 
woman who happens to look like an 
ex-wife. The media froths over the 
woman’s disappearance because she is 
a beautiful senator’s daughter. Joseph 
breaks his fantasy and solves the case 
only by facing an ugly truth. A neo-noir 
drama about loss and longing that pays 
tribute to the classics Kiss Me Deadly, 
Laura, and David Lynch’s Mulholland 
Drive. The fi lm’s style was crafted 
with a noir/1940’s feel. The script 
was inspired by the current morbid 
media fascination with missing women. 
But the story goes beyond police 
procedural into the lonely psychological 
world of its characters. 
Director: Virginia Woodruff
Running Time: 23 min : 30 sec     

Lady Liberty 
Category: Short

Olivia Canfi eld is not your average girl 
next door. With a newfound passion 
for politics, she thinks she can single-
handedly change the face of American 
politics. So she naively sets out to 
achieve this goal with the help of her 
computer-savvy boyfriend. Her plan 
involves blackmailing a US Senator, 
for whom she was an intern for. The 
Senator, a long-time promoter of the 
‘Moral Values Bill’ falls prey to her 
scheme.
Director: Azad Jafarian
Running Time: 12 min : 55 sec     

Mammals In Peril  
Category: Documentary

A visual study, restricted to mammals, 
on the negative externalities of 
transportation in the North Central 
Region. Most of the animals depicted 
were found within a few mile radius 
of each other over approximately one 
year. They represent only a small 
portion of the total number killed. 
Director: Theodore Kennedy
Running Time: 08 min : 00 sec     

Muscle
Category: Short

Clay and Dave, two high school 
friends, try to get an old ‘69 Pontiac 
LeMans started. They have spent all 
weekend working on the car with no 
success. Detached and frustrated, they 
talk about the car and explore what 
it symbolizes to each of them. This 
ranges from Dave’s issues with his 
father abandoning his family along with 
the car, to Clay’s fantasies of the car 
taking him to big cities with beautiful 
women. On another routine try of the 
key, the car suddenly and unexpectedly 
comes to life. Clay and Dave jump in 
the LeMans as it rumbles and smokes. 
They yell to each other over the engine 
noise and decide to drive by the school 
to show somebody. Just as they take 
off, the car breaks once again, leaving 
them stranded in their small town life.  
Director: Justin Owensby
Running Time: 05 min : 56 sec     
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Smart Card 
Category: Short

Smart Card, is a tale of a utopian 
future where every aspect of your 
life intergraded into one system. 
Convenience and simplicity is the 
product and Smart Corporation does 
the packaging. Robert Sharpe (David 
Kreigel) has been living this care free 
life. Everything is perfect, until he 
encounters a philosophical vagrant 
(Bret Roberts) at a local fueling station 
who steals the one item you can not do 
without, his Smart Card.  
Director: James Oxford
Running Time: 15 min : 40 sec     

Smashing Stereotypes  
Category: Short

This fi lm was inspired by and based 
on the experiences of Josiah D. Lee, 
an Asian actor who came to Hollywood 
with dreams of stardom. What he found 
was that he was consistently relegated 
to role after stereotypical role: the 
Chinese food delivery boy, Kung Fu 
guy, and other demeaning characters. 
While his considerable acting talent 
brought him notoriety in Korea, it was 
his accent and the shape of his eyes 
that he’s hired for in Hollywood. Even 
his well-intentioned (Caucasian) friends 
tease him about his ethnicity. This fi lm 
shows what a couple of days in Josiah’s 
life are like as he struggles to try and fi t 
in to an industry that never looks much 
beyond the outer shell to the person 
inside.   
Director: Kitania Kavey
Running Time: 23 min : 00 sec

Never Been Thawed
Category: Feature

Never Been Thawed NBT is a hilarious, 
dark and smart look at the subcultures 
that can turn each of us into fans, 
followers and serious dorks.  Shawn 
has been collecting frozen dinners 
since he was twelve. Today he works 
part-time as a dental hygienist to 
cover the cost of operating fourteen 
full-sized freezers in a one bedroom 
apartment. Shawn is the founder of the 
Mesa Frozen Entree Enthusiasts’ Club, 
a small group of fanatical collectors 
determined to host the world’s fi rst 
Frozen Entrée Enthusiasts’ Convention. 
Don’t miss this hilarious and irreverent 
ride through a wacky part of Arizona 
you never thought you’d miss.
Director: Sean Enders
Running Time: 01 hr : 45 min    

Paper Tigers  
Category: Short

What is a Paper Tiger? In appearance, 
it is a powerful and formidable beast. 
Yet in reality, it is just that; something 
made of paper. Paper Tigers is a fi lm 
short that examines a slice in the 
lives of fi ve people. All Paper Tigers 
in their own way, the duality of these 
characters brings them together in a 
story of betrayal, greed, redemption 
and love. It is a brief examination of 
the many different levels of love and 
how they interact within the lives of 
these fi ve people linked by a singular 
circumstance. The love of a man and 
woman, the love between brothers, 
the love of money; each of these ‘loves’ 
fuel a series of dramatic turns that lead 
ultimately to a disastrous result.   
Director: John Lord
Running Time: 17 min : 03 sec     

Parallel Worlds  
Category: Documentary

The abuse of the Iraqi prisoners 
by American soldiers, moves this 
fi lmmaker to reexamine his own 
memories of working at a New York 
State Mental Hospital in the early 
1970’s. For all the negative imagery 
involved, the fi lmmaker ends by 
assuring the viewer that such abuses 
can be diminished by two important 
measures, now practiced in the New 
York State Psychiatric Centers.      
Director: David Puls
Running Time: 06 min : 30 sec     

Regarding Medical 
Marijuana V.2 
Category: Documentary

This fi lm is a hard hitting look at 
Medical Marijuana in the modern day, 
particularly relating to the Californian 
front line battle to distribute and buy a 
medicine that under state law is legal, 
yet under federal law is still a Schedule 
1 narcotic.      
Director: Martin O’Brien
Running Time: 30 min : 33 sec

Runaways 
Category: Features

Steve Moore (O’Brien) is an aspiring 
boy-next-door athlete who runs away 
from his home in Bakersfi eld after 
the latest fi ght with his mother’s 
abusive boyfriend. Steve lands in a 
temporary shelter for runaway kids 
in Hollywood where he discovers he’s 
not alone, that many kids run away 
from home due to one form of abuse 
or another. Struggling against the 
harsh realities facing most runaways, 
Steve is determined to rise above his 
circumstances.       
Director: Brent Bambic
Running Time: 01 hr : 43 min : 41 sec     
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Take‘er Easy  
Category: Short

Take‘er Easy is a hybrid-essay 
documentary exploring North 
American society’s obsession with 
comfort, consumerism and individuality 
and the connections between them. 
Through interviews, scripted 
elements, media montage, and satirical 
commercials, an argument is carefully 
weaved in an attempt to understand 
the mentality of desire and disconnect 
which is entrenched in our society.       
Director: Aaron Van Borek
Running Time: 29 min : 00 sec

The Appraisal  
Category: Short

Jack Sparks is used to getting what 
he wants, a beautiful wife, a thriving 
business, expensive home, and all the 
toys that money can buy. His drive and 
aggression have always paid off, until 
now, when a make or break deal has 
gone sour. On the brink of losing it all, 
Jack’s home and trinkets face a dreaded 
appointment with an appraiser. What 
Jack doesn’t know is that his life will be 
the subject of the appraisal. He’s about 
to discover that when he had nothing, 
he had everything. “Blessed are the 
meek, for they shall inherit the earth.” 
Matthew 5:5 
Director: Sean Howse 
Running Time: 00 hr : 11 min : 11 sec

The Lord of the Discs: The 
Fellowship of the Disc  
Category: Short

Urban myth, rumor, and gossip become 
truth when the one disc is found, by 
Randolf the Grad, in the hands of a 
homeless hippie, Afro Bagginit, from 
the nearby public park. Together, with 
three other hippies, two frat boys, an 
honor student, and a freshman, this 
Fellowship must ensure that MSU-Main 
is not disrupted. Forget going to class. 
The disc must be erased.       
Director: Jared Mercier
Running Time: 42 min : 00 sec

They Are Still There 
Category: Short

Even though they dwell within the 
thick cloak of dementia, loved ones 
affl icted with this relentless disease 
are not hidden from God. He has not 
forgotten them, and neither should we. 
This documentary declares their spirit 
still survives, and they still deserve our 
love.   
Director: Dewayne Rudd
Running Time: 52 min : 50 sec

Un Azard Habanero  
Category: Documentary

Cuba is a country in fast evolution. 
The youths are in ferment; they are 
seeking new routes to let themselves 
be known as well as new languages 
to communicate in any artistic form 
– from music to literature, to cinema 
and the visual arts. The ground where 
these young artists are living is no 
longer a restricted and closed area like 
that of a socialist country which, as 
happened in the past, is supposed to 
be isolated from the rest of the world. 
They are living in a developing country 

that is constantly renewing itself. 
There the new generations manage to 
process and change their own tradition 
with what they learn from foreign 
cultures, both in form and in content. 
This documentary did not come out 
of a programme but out of casual 
encounters. Thus it tries to draw a map 
among the new Cuban generations that 
use art as a means of communication.    
Director: Voci da un’isola Chiara Bellini
Running Time: 49 min : 03 sec

When Ivy Push Comes to 
Shove  
Category: Short

When Ivy Push Comes to Shove, Ivy 
Push, RN is tired. Really tired. Her 
evening shift is far from over. In order 
to get some midnight charting done, 
she retreats to a storage room in 
Waikiki General Hospital and sits on 
the only chair available: an old broken 
commode. It’s then that Ivy breaks into 
her ‘sit-down’ comedy. She’s seen it 
all. She’s got an attitude molded by 40 
years of nursing. She has a few things 
to say about hospitals, doctors, the 
state of modern healthcare and about 
the patients themselves. This hilarious 
monologue was performed live at 
Honolulu’s Manoa Valley Theatre.  
More than great comedy, it’s a fi lm 
‘dedicated to nurses and to all people 
whose compass is compassion.’ 
Director: Hob Osterlund
Running Time: 06 min : 30 sec 
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The Digital Filmmaking 101
portion of E2 is designed to 
introduce the audience to the world 
of independent and documentary 
fi lmmaking in the new digital 
environment growing in Hollywood. 
It will allow participants to experience 
fi rst-hand the making of a fi lm, albeit a 
very short fi lm, from beginning to end 
over a three-day period.

The 101 Workshops are for anyone 
who has an interest in fi lm, narrative 
or documentary, either as a spectator 
or as a fi lmmaker. They are for anyone 
who has ever thought of picking 
up a camera, but has not yet taken 
the plunge. They will also serve as 
a refresher for more experienced 
fi lmmakers, with new techniques to 
perhaps fi nd fresh ways of working.

We intend to begin with a premise: You, 
as a participant, have an idea and would 
like to make a fi lm based upon that 
idea.

Experienced professionals will show 
you how an idea (one that we provide 
for demonstration purposes) becomes 
fi rst an outline then a screenplay.  
They will show you how to make your 
screenplay “bullet-proof.”

We will then conduct an actual casting 
session videotaping actual student 
actors so that the casting director can 
critique each audition for the audience.  
The inside information in this session 
alone is a must for any would-be actors 
and directors.

Next, on to the planning stages 
necessary to organize a fi lm project.  
Professionals from the Earl Jones 
Institute for Film and Television and 
Scottsdale Community College will 
take the audience through each of the 
planning, or “pre-production” elements 
necessary to a successful project: 
budgeting, scheduling, locations, 
corporate and fi nancial elements, 
crewing up and more.

Our director and cinematographer 
will then direct the actors and shoot 
an actual short fi lm on-site, examining 
each element as they proceed.

On the second day of the 101 
Workshops, experts from SCC will do a 
rough edit, time allowing, of the short 
fi lm, dealing with picture and sound 
editing, special effects, titles and so on.

On the third day of the 101 Workshops 
we will discuss the legal considerations 
involved in the planning, shooting, 
marketing and distribution of a fi lm, 
be it a short or feature, independent 
or studio, narrative or documentary.  
An entertainment lawyer and working 
fi lmmaker will discuss the corners 
that can be cut, and those that cannot 
safely be cut, focusing upon such 
topics as fund raising, insurance, 
location agreements, talent contracts, 
unions, banking, corporate structuring, 
government regulation and distribution 
agreements.

Finally, with our fi lm completed and our 
legal house in order, we shall examine 
the various aspects of marketing 
the project, focusing upon proven 
marketing techniques for low budget 
fi lms, studio relationships, marketing 
materials, free publicity and the do’s 
and don’ts of attempting to fi nd a buyer 
for your fi lm.

Throughout this process, whether 
an audience member attends a single 
session of interest or all of the sessions 
in sequence, we intend to provide a 
real-world knowledge of each of these 
areas, complete with details from 
numerous actual fi lmmaking situations.

In other words, we intend to provide 
the insider’s guide to making an 
independent fi lm.

Both serious and novice fi lmmakers, as 
well as those members of the general 
public who are simply curious as to 
what’s involved in the making of the 
movies that they see, are welcome.  
The sessions will be geared to a general 
audience, so everyone can benefi t 
equally, but will contain enough inside 
information that even experienced 
fi lmmakers should gain new insights. 
Workshops on the process of creating 
a feature fi lm or documentary from 
preproduction to casting to marketing.  
This intensive workshop appeals to 
anyone who has ever thought of picking 
up a camera but has not yet jumped off 
the bridge. Also serves as a refresher 
course for those with some experience.
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Ethics of Entertainment 
Mission Statement:

F. Miguel Valenti,
Conference Director
Lincoln Professor of Ethics and the Arts, 
ASU

F. Miguel Valenti is the Lincoln 
Professor of Ethics and the Arts 
at Arizona State University, a post 
he has held since 2004. He is also 
an active independent fi lm and 
television producer, an entertainment 
attorney and an advisor on media and 
entertainment-related issues.
At ASU, he has been charged with 
creating the nation’s fi rst hands-on fi lm 
and media production program that 
is grounded in an understanding of 
ethical decision-making principles, with 
a strong emphasis on First Amendment 
freedoms. The program shall be based 
in the latest digital and cutting edge 
technologies. Partially as a result of 
his work, a new degree in fi lm will be 
inaugurated at Arizona State University 
in the Fall of 2006, with concentrations 
in fi lm and media production and fi lm 
and media studies.

Valenti produced The Lost Skeleton of 
Cadavra, a spoof of the 1960’s Roger 
Corman low-budget sci-fi  fi lms, for 
a micro-budget of $40,000 in 2000.  
This fi lm went on to be released 
theatrically by Tri-Star Pictures/Sony 

understanding of the “business” 
realities of entertainment and 
working within its confi nes. 
The underlying philosophy 
of E2 is to explore social 
responsibility with an informed 
artistic community as well as 
a consuming public. We believe 
artists should be fully aware of 
the power they wield, and should 
make informed decisions about 
the material they choose to 
present to the world. 

The Mission of the Ethics of 
Entertainment (E2) Conference 
and Film Festival is to 
explore the powerful effects of 
entertainment media and to 
delve into the decision-making 
process that every artist goes 
through, consciously or not, 
when portraying social, political 
and health issues. Panels and 
speakers will debate ethics and 
artistic freedom as compatible 
pillars of the creative process 
while maintaining an 
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Entertainment nationwide in 2004 and 
worldwide in 2005. He also produced 
the multi-million dollar Vig (aka The 
Money Kings) starring Peter Falk, 
Lauren Holly, Timothy Hutton, Freddie 
Prinze, Jr., Tyne Daly and Colm 
Meaney (Barbra Streisand’s Barwood 
Films & Lion’s Gate Entertainment, 
Executive Produced).

Valenti most recently directed and 
produced a horror thriller feature 
entitled Eyes of the Woods, currently 
in post-production. A mafi a comedy, 
Johnny Slade’s Greatest Hits, is set for 
release next year. Fear & Clothing, 
a feature Valenti co-wrote, directed 
and produced, is currently in post-
production. Other producing credits 
include Abracadabra, Master of the 
Manor, a short which Valenti also co-
wrote with 2004 Pulitzer Prize Winner 
for Fiction Doug Wright(Quills), and 
co-directed, and which earned top 
awards at seven major fi lm festivals 
and was distributed internationally; 
also, The Refrigerator, Night Gathering, 
Scarlatti Birthday Party and Birth of 
Tragedy. Television credits include 
Fernando Valenti: A Man of Music, 
Conversations with William F. 
Buckley Jr.

Upcoming projects include March 
Morning Frost written by award-
winning playwright Paul Hapenny, 
in addition to a follow-up project for 
Sony entitled Trail of the Screaming 
Forehead, another sci-fi  parody. Valenti 
is currently developing a drama to be 
produced at Warner Bros. by John 
Wells (ER) and Sacrament, to be shot in 
Mexico. Other projects include Russian 
Poland by David Mamet.

Valenti is former Managing Partner of 
The Management Company, based in 
Santa Monica, California, whose clients 
include noted writers, producers and 
directors in fi lm, television & theater.  

He still specializes in working with 
young writing talent and has expertise 
in all aspects of script development, 
creative packaging and on-set 
producing, as well as entertainment 
industry business and legal matters.
Theatrical credits include producing 
the premiere of March Morning Frost, 
co-producing the premiere of Vig in Los 
Angeles and Canada, and directing/
producing Vig in Boston. This play, 
by Paul Hapenny, won three Drama-
Logue awards, including 1993’s “Best 
Play/Best Playwright.” Valenti directed 
the premiere of Sacrament in Boston 
and produced/directed the premiere 
of Machiavelli’s Handbag in Los 
Angeles. He produced/directed a new 
translation of Chekhov’s The Cherry 
Orchard in New York, Shakespeare 
Enigmatique at Haworth Shakespeare 
Festival, and When The Wine Is Cold, an 
award-winning play by Jack Kendrick.  
Valenti served as Company Manager 
for director/choreographer Martha 
Clarke’s The Garden of Earthly Delights, 
handling fi nances, logistics and 
operations for several national tours.

Valenti graduated Yale College in 
1980, cum laude, and Yale Law School 
in 1983.  After fi ve years practicing 
mergers & acquisitions, general 
corporate and entertainment law at 
Shearman & Sterling and at Skadden, 
Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom - two 
of the world’s leading international 
law fi rms - Valenti left law fi rm legal 
practice to pursue fi lm and theatrical 
production. He is a charter member of 
the New York State Bar Association’s 
Committee on Motion Pictures 
and Video. 

He has created and taught courses 
on the economic, marketing & social 
realities of the contemporary fi lm and 
television industries and the future of 
entertainment and media at his alma 
mater, taught producing and the ethics 

of entertainment at UCLA, and, most 
recently at ASU, where he also teaches 
Independent Film, Screenwriting and 
producing, an advanced seminar in 
entertainment law and practice at ASU’s 
College of Law. He was nominated for 
Professor of the Year honors in his fi rst 
year at ASU.

Valenti has been invited to lecture 
for two consecutive summers at the 
prestigious Chautauqua Institute in 
upstate New York. He has served as 
a Guest Fellow of Yale College and 
coordinated a series of fi lm production 
seminars for the University. He has 
served as Moderator for acting classes 
at the Amadeus Theater Company in 
Los Angeles, as well as taught acting 
classes and mentored acting students in 
both Los Angeles and New York.

Valenti is President of Valenti 
Entertainment Incorporated, an 
arts production and development 
concern founded in 1996. The 
son of internationally renowned 
harpsichordist Fernando Valenti, he 
spent part of his youth touring with 
his father.

Valenti’s book, More Than a Movie: 
Ethics In Entertainment (Westview 
Press; October 2000) urges members 
of the creative community to examine 
the ethical choices they make on a daily 
basis, and to consider how such choices 
affect their worldwide audience. The 
book is currently in its fourth printing, 
having sold out its fi rst run in less than 
eight weeks. A follow-up volume on the 
ethics of the business of entertainment 
is due out in 2007. Valenti has been 
a guest on CNN and a number of 
regional and national radio broadcasts, 
and lectures on the topic of ethics 
in entertainment nationally. He also 
serves as a consultant to producers and 
organizations interested in the topic.
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Laurie A. Trotta,
Program Director
Media Affairs Professional, author 

Laurie Trotta is a writer, media analyst 
and communications professional 
specializing in the arts and social 
issues in entertainment.  Currently 
serving as Artist in Residence at 
ASU’s Herberger School of Fine Arts, 
Ms. Trotta is an established national 
voice for promoting awareness about 
such subjects as artists rights & 
responsibilities, professional ethics in 
the entertainment industry, children’s 
programming, violence in the media, 
media ratings and diversity.  She has 
been invited to be a commentator 
on these issues for CNN News, Fox 
National News, National Public Radio, 
the BBC, and other outlets of the world 
press, and has lectured at universities 
and to groups across the country.  
Major publications include serving 
as volume editor with veteran New 
York Times writer Les Brown on More 
Than a Movie: Ethics in Entertainment 
(Westview Press, 2000).  She is author 
of Building Blocks: A Guide for Creating 
Children’s Educational Television 
(Mediascope Press, 1998).  Her chapter 
“Children, TV and Advocacy Groups: A 
History and Analysis,” appears in the 
textbook Handbook of Children and 
the Media (Sage Publications, 2001, 
paperback 2002).  

Ms. Trotta’s work in media issues 
has included developing guidelines 
for creating quality children’s 
programming, and producing, 
moderating, and/or participating in 
dozens of panel discussions on the 
media and social issues.  These include 
those at Chicago Screenwriter’s 
Festival, AFI Screenwriters Weekend, 
NATPE, Hawaii International Film 
Festival, Taos Talking Pictures, 
Association of Weekly Newspapers 
annual conference, and the Computer 
Game Developers Association.  
As Executive Director of the Los 
Angeles-based Mediascope -- a public 
policy and media research organization 
working for open communication 
between academia, government and 
the entertainment industry -- Trotta 
expanded the program, research, policy 
and outreach efforts and developed and 
edited major studies and publications 
for Mediascope Press. She was a senior 
public affairs offi cer at Yale University 
for nine years prior to moving to the 
West Coast. Also at Yale, she was the 
primary media liaison for high-level 
visitors to the university, including 
President & Mrs. Clinton, the Dalai 
Llama, George Bush Sr., and other 
dignitaries, artists and literary lights of 
the world stage.

Ms. Trotta began her career as a 
journalist and remains a widely-
published freelance writer, with 
articles on media, the arts, travel and 
education appearing in magazines, 
academic journals and publications 
internationally. For many years, Ms. 
Trotta operated a publicity business 
for which she managed events 
and publicity for several classical 
musicians, and was publicity manager 
for two European tours of symphony 
orchestras.  She is also associate 
producer on several feature fi lm 
projects, and is writing two screenplays 

as well as her current book, Cold Case, 
Warm Heart, the story of a  cold case 
murder from 1973 that was solved in 
2002. Excerpts from the book published 
in Northeast Magazine were honored by 
the Society of Professional Journalists 
in 2003.

Ms. Trotta is a former Governor of the 
Children’s Programming Peer Group 
of the Academy for Television Arts 
and Sciences. Ms. Trotta is currently 
writing a biography of the actress Mary 
Howard for ASU Herberger School of 
Fine Arts.

Barnstaff & Christy, LLC
Event Coordinators

Barnstaff & Christy, LLC are the 
event coordinators for the Ethics of 
Entertainment Conference and Film 
Festival.  Barnstaff & Christy, LLC 
has been involved in event planning 
with a wide variety of educational and 
corporate organizations from Bangor, 
Maine to San Francisco, California.  
All full time staff are certifi ed event 
planners and have worked with large 
educational conferences, major hotel 
openings, Arizona Design Center 
events, and hundreds of other special 
events.

Mallory Navin,
Conference Manager
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A lifelong Husker fanatic, Mallory is 
originally from Omaha, Nebraska.  
Currently a Mass Communications 
major in her fi nal year at Arizona State 
University, Mallory plans to end her 
collegiate career in London, studying 
abroad while working with a British 
production company.  Mallory’s fi rst 
foray into the entertainment industry 
was managing Arizona’s largest fi lm 
festival - the Phoenix Film Festival. In 
her fi nal year with the organization, 
she received an award of recognition 
for her hard work.  Mallory went on to 
work with ASU1s Technology Based 
Learning and Research, where she 
was instrumental in the creation of 
many educational videos for clients as 
diverse as the Supreme Court and the 
US Department of Education. Most 
recently, she produced a live webcast 
for Deep Ocean One chronicling their 
latest dive to the Titanic, including an 
on-camera interview with Academy 
Award-winning director James 
Cameron.

In addition to working as the E2 
Conference Manager, Mallory 
is a prolifi c artist. She originally 
conceptualized the artwork that 
adorns the cover of this program.

Dale Kalika,
Marketing and Publicity Consultant

Dale Kalika is a Faculty Associate in the 
William P. Carey School of Business, 
Arizona State University (ASU), Tempe. 
Her teaching and research interests 
focus on responsible leadership, i.e., 
business ethics and corporate and 
social responsibility, and meaningful 
work in the new economy.

Dale has also taught at the 
Hugh Downs School of Human 
Communication at ASU, the University 
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and in 
the Executive MBA Program at 
Marquette University in the areas of 
business/managerial communications, 
organizational communication and 
public speaking.  

Dale provides market planning, 
marketing communications, product 
management, market research and 
training and development services 
to small businesses and non-profi ts 
through her fi rm marketography.   
Prior to starting her own business, 
she was Corporate Vice President 
of Small Business Marketing at 
Firstar Bank, now US Bancorp, which 
included both marketing and product 
management responsibilities. She 
also has work experience in human 
resource management in the areas of 
personnel administration, organization 
design, organization development 
and training and development. Her 
work background includes working in 
Fortune 500 companies as well as small 
businesses. 

She earned a Masters of Business 
Administration from New York 
University and a Masters in 
Communication from the University of 
Wisconsin, Madison. 

Interns:
Kevin Uehara, Operations 
Manager

Erica Gildersleeve, 
Guest Politicians Coordinator

Matt Althouse, 
Guest Celebrities Coordinator

Victoria Bragg, 
Liaison Coordinator

Sara Ekins, 
Marketing Coordinator

Zachary Malisow, 
Marketing Manager

Andrew Caretsky, 
Marketing Coordinator

Kanov Fahol, 
Technical Operations Manager

Alicia Pharris, 
Film Festival Manager

Morgan Miller, 
Film Festival Coordinator

Ali Horton, 
Fashion Show Manager

Fernando Leon,
 Fashion Show Coordinator

Patrick Matthews, 
Concert Manager
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Peter French, 
Director

Peter French, director of the Lincoln 
Center, joined the ASU faculty and 
Department of Philosophy in October 
of 2000. Before his appointment at ASU 
French was the Cole Chair In Ethics, 
Director of The Ethics Center, and 
Chair of the Department of Philosophy 
at the University of South Florida. 
He is the author of sixteen books 
including The Virtue of Vengeance, 
Cowboy Metaphysics: Ethics and Death 
in Westerns, Ethics in Government, and 
The Scope of Morality. French received 
his BA from Gettysburg College, an 
MA from the University of Southern 
California, and a Ph.D. from the 
University of Miami. He is senior editor 
of Midwest Studies in Philosophy and 
of the Journal of Social Philosophy.

Lincoln Center
Mission Statement:
The Center’s goal is to create 
a university and community 
ethical culture. It will do so 
by sponsoring an array of 
activities ranging from course 
development to conferences 
on ethics issues that occur in 
specifi c fi elds and professions 
as well as those of pressing 
importance in the community 
at large.

The Joan and David Lincoln 
Center for Applied Ethics at 
ASU is a unique resource that 
supports ethics and encourages 
the practice of ethical behavior. 
The center is dedicated to 
emphasizing the essential 
role that morals and values 
play in the achievements and 
successes of individuals and 
organizations. 

Founders:
Joan and David Lincoln

Advisory Board:
ASU Deans
Eugene Garcia, College of Education

Robert Wills, Katherine K. Herberger 
College of Fine Arts

Peter Crouch, 
Ira A. Fulton School of Engineering

Patricia White, College of Law

Deborah Losse, 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Ethics Scholars
John Martin Fischer, 
University of California, Riverside

Leslie Francis, University of Utah

Erin McKenna, Pacifi c Lutheran University

Cheyney Ryan, University of Oregon

Community Members 
Richard Bechtolt 
Tom Becker
Richard Brandenburg 
Dan Coleman
Terry Goddard
Louis Grossman 
Bill Hart
Linda Hirshman 
Susan Levine 
Katie Lincoln
James Lincoln 
Nancy Loftin
Yolanda McAuliffe 
Catherine McKee 
Russ Mosser
Ralph A. Rockow
Lester Simon
Alice Snell 
Robert Stanley 
Tom Stauffer 
Nancy Tribbensee 
Migs Woodside
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Brad Allenby, 
Civil/Environmental Engineering

Braden R. Allenby is currently 
Lincoln Professor of Engineering 
and Ethics; Professor of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering and of 
Law at ASU.  He is a Batten Fellow 
in Residence at the University of 
Virginia’s Darden Graduate School 
of Business Administration, and a 
Fellow of the Royal Society for the 
Arts, Manufactures & Commerce. He 
has taught as an adjunct professor at 
the University of Virginia’s School of 
Engineering, Columbia University’s 
School of International and Public 
Affairs, and Princeton Theological 
Seminary.  From 1995 to 1997, he was 
Director for Energy and Environmental 
Systems at Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory.  Professor 
Allenby received his BA from Yale 
University in 1972, his J. D. from the 
University of Virginia Law School in 
1978, his Masters in Economics from 
the University of Virginia in 1979, his 
Masters in Environmental Sciences 
from Rutgers University in 1989, and 
his Ph.D. in Environmental Sciences 
from Rutgers in 1992. The author of 
numerous book and articles, his most 
recent work is Reconstructing Earth, 
published by Island Press in 2005. 

Donald 
Blumenfeld-Jones, 
College of Education

Dr. Donald S. Blumenfeld-Jones is an 
Associate Professor of Curriculum 
Studies in the College of Education 
and since April of 2003 has held the 
position of Vice-President of Division 
of Curriculum Studies (Division B) for 
the American Educational Research 
Association (AERA). Blumenfeld-Jones 
started his career as a professional 
modern dancer at the Phyllis Lamhut 
Dance Company where he performed 
for seven years. Dr. Blumenfeld-Jones 
came to Arizona State University in 
January 1991 as an Assistant Professor 
of Curriculum Studies after receiving 
a M.F.A. in Dance and an Ed.D. in 
Curriculum and Cultural Studies. 
He currently holds the position of 
President of the College of Education’s 
College Council. 

Lincoln Professors:
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Gary Marchant,
School of Law

Professor Marchant was Editor-in-
Chief of the Harvard Journal of Law & 
Technology and editor of the Harvard 
Environmental Law Review. Prior to 
joining the ASU faculty in 1999, he 
was a partner at the Washington, D.C. 
offi ce of the law fi rm of Kirkland & 
Ellis, where his practice focused on 
environmental and administrative 
law. Professor Marchant teaches 
Environmental Law, Law, Science & 
technology, Genetics and the Law, and 
Environmental Justice. His current 
research interests include the use of 
genetic information in environmental 
regulation and toxic torts, the 
precautionary principle, and legal 
issues relating to genetically modifi ed 
foods. 

Robert Denhardt, 
Professor of Public Affairs 

Robert B. Denhardt is Lincoln 
Professor of Leadership and Ethics 
and Director of the ASU School 
of Public Affairs.  Dr. Denhardt is 
a Past President of the American 
Society for Public Administration, a 
nationwide organization of academics 
and practitioners in the fi eld of 
public administration at all levels of 
government. He was the founder and 
fi rst chair of ASPA’s National Campaign 
for Public Service, an effort to assert 
the dignity and worth of public service 
across the nation. He is also a member 
of the prestigious National Academy of 
Public Administration and a Fellow of 
the Canadian Centre for Management 
Development.

Dr. Denhardt has published fourteen 
books, including The New Public 
Service, Managing Human Behavior 
in Public and Nonprofi t Organizations, 
Executive Leadership in the Public 
Service, The Revitalization of the Public 
Service, and Pollution and Public Policy. 
and received his doctorate from the 
University of Kentucky in 1968.  

Ted Humphrey,
The Barrett Honors College

Ted Humphrey, Ph.D., holds the 
Barrett Professorship in the Barrett 
Honors College at Arizona State 
University; his current scholarly focus 
is Latin American intellectual history. 
Professor Humphrey has directed 
ASU’s honors program since 1983 
and became the founding dean of 
Barrett Honors College in 1989. His 
published works include numerous 
essays on problems of reason and 
will and space and time in classical 
modern philosophy, as well as Kant’s 
epistemology, late metaphysics, and 
moral and political theory. Humphrey 
attended the University of California, 
Berkley, Riverside and San Diego 
for his educational experience. The 
Arizona Republic once cited him as the 
as a force for excellent undergraduate 
education in Arizona.  
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F. Miguel Valenti,
Katherine K. Herberger 
College of Fine Arts

F. Miguel Valenti is the Lincoln 
Professor of Ethics and the Arts 
at Arizona State University, a post 
he has held since 2004. He is also 
an active independent fi lm and 
television producer, an entertainment 
attorney and an advisor on media and 
entertainment-related issues.
At ASU, he has been charged with 
creating the nation’s fi rst hands-on fi lm 
and media production program that 
is grounded in an understanding of 
ethical decision-making principles, with 
a strong emphasis on First Amendment 
freedoms. The program shall be based 
in the latest digital and cutting edge 
technologies. Partially as a result of 
his work, a new degree in fi lm will be 
inaugurated at Arizona State University 
in the Fall of 2006, with concentrations 
in fi lm and media production and fi lm 
and media studies.

Margaret Urban Walker, 
School of Justice and Social Inquiry

Margaret Urban Walker assumed 
the position of Lincoln Professor of 
Ethics, Justice, and the Public Sphere 
in the School of Justice and Social 
Inquiry in the fall of 2002. Her areas of 
research are moral and political theory, 
the history of ethics, and feminist 
critical race theory. Professor Walker 
obtained her PhD in Philosophy from 
Northwestern University in 1975. 
Walker actively lectures worldwide on 
moral theory, moral epistemology and 
psychology, responsibility, and social 
difference. She is the author of Moral 
Understandings: A Feminist Study in 
Ethics and of Moral Contexts, as well 
as editor of Mother Time: Women, 
Aging, and Ethics. Walker is currently 
writing a book on “moral repair” called 
Fixing Responsibility, focusing on how 
the basis of our moral understandings 
in trust and hope must be created or 
restored when serious wrongdoings 
are imposed on us. Fixing Responsibility 
is due to be published by Cambridge 
University Press.

Joan McGregor,
School of Life Sciences

Professor Joan McGregor is an 
Associate Professor of philosophy 
and is Director of Graduate Studies 
in the Department of Philosophy at 
Arizona State University. She is also 
an adjunct professor in the College of 
Law, and an affi liated faculty member 
in Women’s Studies and for COLASS 
(interdisciplinary doctoral program). 
McGregor’s academic interests focus 
on applied ethics such as environmental 
ethics, bioethics, philosophy of law, 
and feminist jurisprudence. Along 
with teaching at the university level, 
McGregor has taught week-long 
workshops for the American Academy 
for Judicial Education on ethical 
decision, for 12 years. McGregor has 
lectured on medical ethics for health 
care professionals and currently sits on 
two Ethics Committees at 
valley hospitals.
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Mayo Charitable Foundation

College of Law

Department of Philosophy

Department of Theatre 

Herberger College of Fine Arts

Program Activities Board

Residentail Hall Association

Earl Jones Institute 
for Film & Television

Volunteer Legal Services 
for the Arts
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Via Worldwide / John Ridgway

The E2 Conference and Film Festival is presented by a 
major grant from The Lincoln Center for Applied Ethics

E2 is also made possible by the generous support of:

In association with:
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Leland J. Gebhardt, graphic design
Mallory Navin, original artwork concept
Laurie A. Trotta, Program Editor

E2 Gratefully Acknowledgs the Special Help 
of Our Friends and Colleagues:
Lisa Cho Allen
Jason Beazley
Steve Bergman
Amanda Bowes
David Coffman
Catherine Conover
Brian Connelly
Ted Davenport
Linda Essig
Paul Hapenny
Chris Haver
Angela Johnson
Sheree Kirkeby
Kerri Kress
Michael Leeson
My Big Fat Greek Restaurant
Kelly O’Brien
Jake Pinholster
Golan Ramras
Rose Randolf, 
 Adventure Travel
Margaret Trichter, 
 Moving Pictures Magazine

Chris Tsailakis
Jim Weinstein
Robert Wills
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The Lincoln Center for Applied Ethics at ASU is a unique 
resource that encourages the practice of ethical 
behavior. The Center is dedicated to emphasizing 
the essential role that morals and values play in the 
achievements and successes of individuals and 
organizations. Founded by Joan and David Lincoln, 
the Center supports ethics education, research and 
outreach on a national and international level.

The Lincoln Center for Applied Ethics
P.O. Box 874503

Tempe, Arizona 85287-4503
480-727-7691

Fax  480-965-2710
www.asu.edu/clas/lincolncenter

lincoln.center@asu.edu

“We must recognize that good ethics are 
good business, contributing to longevity 

and a healthy bottom line.”

     -David Lincoln
      Chairman, Lincoln Laser Company
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